
 

Activity one 

Butterfly life cycle  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Leave blank - Child draws in here  

  

 



 

Activity two 

Butterfly ID Game 

Peacock  

This butterfly has red wings with four eye 

spots. The eye spots are eye-like markings 

which can trick a predator into thinking they 

are bigger and scarier than they really are. The 

underside of the wings are coloured like dead 

leaves for camouflage. The Peacock 

caterpillar’s favourite food is stinging nettles! 

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

Dark Green Fritillary 

A large butterfly with bright orange wings and black 

colouring. This butterfly can be found in many 

different habitats including woodland, grassland and 

hedgerows so keep an eye out for this along the 

duration of the walk.  

 

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

Brimstone 

This medium sized butterfly looks incredibly 

like a leaf. With pointed tips on the edge of its 

wings and clear veins running through the 

wings just like the veins in a real leaf! When 

sitting still on a tree it is the perfect 

camouflage, you might not even see it’s there.  

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

Brown Argus  

The wings of this butterfly are brown orange spots 

at the tips of the wing. The antennae are stripy black 

and white!  

 

 

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

Red Admiral  

The wings are very black with an orange stripe 

going down the middle and along the bottom 

edge of the wing. They have white spots on 

the top tips of their wings too.  

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

Comma  

This butterfly has bright orange wings with dark 

red and yellow near the edges and black blobs 

scattered on the wings. The edges of the wings 

are very wobbly.  

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

Gatekeeper Speckled Wood 



 

This butterfly is orange and brown with black 

eyespots. The Gatekeeper lives up to its name 

and is often found around gateways, 

hedgerows and field edges where clumps of 

flowers are left to grow. 

 

 

 

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

This butterfly has brown wings with lots of small 

white spots and eye spots in the edges. The edge of 

the wing is frilly, and the wings look a bit furry. 

These butterflies are very unusual. Their favourite 

food doesn’t come from a flower… it comes from a 

tiny insect called an Aphid. Aphids feed on the sap 

of plants and trees, and what they poop out is a 

very sugar liquid called Honeydew. Honeydew is 

what the Specked Wood butterfly eats!! 

 

Butterfly number ………………….. 

 



 

Activity three 

Food chains game 

Use these clues to help create your food 

chain. 

 

 Think about where these animals might live 

 Are they a predator or prey 

 Whether they are nocturnal or not 

 Whether they fly in the sky or walk on the ground 

 What their mouths are like so you can get an idea of what they may eat 

 How big the animal is and whether something bigger might be able to eat it 
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Bird song 

Green Woodpecker 

“Kark kark kark kark kark kark 

kark kark kark” 

Many short sharp sounds in a 

row, all the same.  

 

 

 

Song number ………………… 

 

Great Tit  

“Tweet twoot tweet twoot 

tweet tweet tweet tweet tweet” 

Very high pitched garden bird 

song. You will probably hear 

this in your own garden or in 

the woods.  

 

 

 

Song number ………………… 

 

Little Owl 

“Wohooooo” 

Very high pitched squeak screech 

sound. Short and sharp. 

 

 

 

Song number ………………… 

 

House Martin 

“Chirp chirp chirp chirp chirp 

chirp chirp chirp chirp chirp” 

Lots of short sharp chirps. 

 

 

 

Song number ………………… 

 

Great Spotted 

Woodpecker 

“Squeak squeak squeak squeak 

squeak squeak squeak squeak 

squeak squeak” 

Many short sharp squeaks in a 

row, all the same. Sounds a bit 

like a mouse 

 

 

Wood Pigeon 

 

“Woo hoo hoo woo woo…. woo 

hoo hoo woo woo” 

Some people mistake this bird 

song for an owl. 

 

 

 

Song number ………………… 



 

 

Song number ………………… 

 

 

 


